Fact Sheet

I’m on a Team Build Day
Get me out of here!
What is it?
A hysterical team test based on the TV show “I’m a
celebrity get me out of here”.
You’re minding your own business wandering through
woodland, when a cork-hatted man emerges with a
plate of plump maggots. He tells you to eat them!
You must be dreaming, you think to yourself “This must
be a nightmare!” Nope; it’s your team building day…

How does it work?
Teams are formed and each assigned to one of five
trial zones. Team members then confer to decide
who wants to try the zone’s challenge.
With each test lasting 15 minutes, a rotation system
will allow each team to tackle every task throughout
the day. Teams will be coached and observed by a
resident trainer at every zone, and awarded one, two
or three stars for their performances.
At the end of the day, the team with the most stars
win. Bonza!
Classic Tasks:
Touch it!
Grab and grope as much as you like without fear of
being arrested. We’ve placed mystery objects inside
a sealed box. It’s the teams’ job to stick their mitts
inside and guess what they have hold of. Just pray
you don’t get the slimy object…

Jungle Feast
Imagine you’ve been lost in the rainforest for days.
This is survival; it’s time you swallowed your pride
and ate whatever you can find. Unfortunately,
we’ve found it for you and will serve up dishes
including Bursting Bugs or the One Minute Cracker
Challenge. I hope you’ve skipped lunch.
(All products are safe for human consumption).
Blind Tasting
I do it every time I eat round the in-laws’. From an
unrecognisable assortment of substances in front
of them, teams tuck into the mystery food or drink
to correctly identify the ingredients.
Bush Tucker Challenge
Greeted by an eccentric antipodean store keeper
named Barking Bruce, teams are offered a day’s
food supply if they can scare local wildlife away
from his shop. By constructing a free standing
catapult and loading it with projectiles, teams
can attempt to hit various targets to prove their
animal-scaring abilities. Personally, I would have
just put a Jason Donovan album on loud.
Can you tell what it is yet?
No, it isn’t the left leg of the Venus De Milo. After
all that tasting, touching and Tasmanian Devil
frightening, teams get to use their brains - and
their imaginations without doubt.
Partly concealed objects are displayed at bizarre
angles – simply guess what they are.
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Who is it suitable for?

Enhancements and options

• Colleagues or clients

• Select as many or as few challenges as you
like; we have many more task ideas and can
concoct bespoke challenges especially for
your company

• All teams needing revitalising and uniting
• All ages, genders and business backgrounds
• Most effective for teams of 8-10 people

What are the benefits and outcomes?
• Reveals personal strengths

• Create a full day of entertainment by combining
with other team building activities or leisure
events. MotivAction offer a full range for
any requirements

• Collaboration and creative problem-solving
• Team bonding through enjoyable tasks
• Focusing on achieving a common goal

Timing and Logistics:
Number of people

10 people upwards

Duration

From 4 hrs

Venue / Logistics

Indoor or outdoor

What we supply

Instructors, materials and all equipment necessary for each task.
Pre event planning, scripting and on site management.

Pricing

Price on application

Health and safety

Risk Assessed, £10million Public & Product Liability and
Professional Indemnity Insurance

